1. Defining Procedures and Reusing Blocks
1.1 Eliminating Redundancy
By creating a procedure, move a copy of the redundant blocks into it, and then call the procedure from
the places containing the redundant blocks. The app will not behave any differently, but it will be
easier to maintain and easier for other programmers to work with. Such code reorganization is called
refactoring.

1.2 Defining a Procedure
From the Procedures drawer, drag out either a to procedure block or a to procedure result block. Use
the latter if your procedure should calculate some value and return it.
After dragging out a to procedure block, you can change its default name by clicking the word
“procedure” and typing a new name. The redundant blocks that you want to refactor carry out the job
of displaying a list, so we’ll name the procedure display List

The next step is to add the blocks within the procedure, so we’ll drag one of the original redundant
blocks out of its event handler and place it within the block,

1.3 Calling a Procedure
To call a procedure means to invoke it, or to make it happen. In App Inventor, when you define a
procedure, a call block is automatically added to the Procedures drawer
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When you define a procedure, you have in essence created your own block; you’ve extended the App
Inventor language. Using the new call block, you can invoke your creation.

1.4 Adding Parameters to Your Procedure
App Inventor and other languages provide a mechanism called parameters for making procedures
more general-purpose. Parameters comprise the information a procedure needs to do its job. They
provide the specifics of how the procedure should be performed. You define parameters for a
procedure by clicking the blue icon at the upper-left of the procedure definition.

When you add a parameter to a procedure, App Inventor automatically puts a corresponding socket in
the call block. The program counter proceeds to execute the blocks in the procedure, referring to the
parameter list but really working with the variable notes.
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1.5 Returning Values from a Procedure
One solution is to re-conceptualize the procedure and change its job from displaying a list in a
particular label to simply returning a text object that you can display anywhere. To do this, you use a
procedure result block instead of the procedure block.

When compared to the procedure block, the procedure result block has an extra socket at the bottom.
You place a variable in this slot and it’s returned to the caller. So, just as the caller can send data to a
procedure with a parameter, a procedure can send data back with a return value.

A local variable text is defined to hold the data as the procedure iterates through each item on the list.
text is initialized as a local variable, instead of a global one, because it is used only in this procedure.
When a procedure result is defined, its corresponding call blocks look different than those for a
procedure.

The difference is that the call listToText has a plug on its left side. This is because when the call is
executed, the procedure will run through its task and then return a value to the call block. That return
value must be plugged into something.
In this case, the callers to displayList can plug that return value into any label they want. For the Note
Taker example, the three event handlers that need to display a list will call the procedure

The important point here is that because the procedure is completely generic and doesn’t refer to any
lists or labels specifically, another part of the app could use it to display any list in any label
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2. Canvas
2.1 Canvas Coordinate System
A drawing on a Canvas is really a grid of pixels, where a pixel is the tiniest possible dot of color that
can appear on the screen. Each pixel’s location is defined by x-y coordinates on a grid system. In this
coordinate system, x defines a location on the horizontal plane, and y defines a location on the vertical
plane.
The top-left cell in a Canvas starts with 0 for both coordinates, so this position is represented as (x=0,
y=0). As you move right, the x coordinate increases; as you move down, the y coordinate increases.
The cell to the immediate right of the top-left corner is (x=1, y=0). The upper-right corner has an x
coordinate equal to the width of the Canvas minus 1. Most phone screens have a width around 300
pixels, but for the sample shown here, the Width is 20, so the upper-right corner is the coordinate
(x=19, y=0).
You can change the appearance of the canvas in two ways: by painting on it, or by placing and moving
objects within it.
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2.2 Drawing Object
Each cell of the Canvas holds a pixel defining the color that should appear there. The Canvas
component provides the Canvas.DrawLine and Canvas.DrawCircle blocks for painting pixels. You
first set the Canvas.PaintColor property to the color you want and then call one of the Draw blocks
to draw in that color.

2.3 Exercise: Paint Brush
2.3.1 Designer View
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2.3.2 Components
Component

Name

Properties

Screen

Screen1

Title = “Paint Brush”

Canvas

Canvas1

Height = “Fill Parent”

Remark

Weight = “Fill Parent”

2.3.3 Block Configuration

2.3.4 Sample Output
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3. Animation
3.1 Sprites
App Inventor provides a palette of basic colors that you can use to paint pixels. Besides painting
individual pixels, you can also place Ball and ImageSprite components on a Canvas. A sprite is a
graphical object placed within a larger scene. Both the Ball and ImageSprite components are sprites;
they are different only in appearance. A Ball is a circle that has an appearance that can only be
modified by changing its color or radius, whereas an ImageSprite can take on any appearance, as
defined by an image file. Balls and ImageSprites can only be added within a Canvas; you can’t drag
them into the user interface outside of one. (Free game images can be obtained from
http://www.opengameart.org)

3.2 Exercise: Moving Image
3.2.1 Designer View
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3.2.2 Components
Component

Name

Properties

Screen

Screen1

Title = “Moving Image”

Canvas

Canvas1

Height = “Fill Parent”

Remark

Weight = “Fill Parent”
Ball

Ball1

Radius = “20”

HorizontalArrangement

HorizontalArrangement1

Width = “Fill Parent”

Inside Canvas1

AlignHorizonta = “Center”
Button

LeftButton

Text = “Left”

Inside HorizontalArrangement1

Button

RightButton

Text = “Right”

Inside HorizontalArrangement1

Button

TopButton

Text = “Top”

Inside HorizontalArrangement1

Button

BottomButton

Text = “Bottom”

Inside HorizontalArrangement1

3.2.3 Block Configuration
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3.2.4 Sample Output

3.3 Animating Objects with Timer Events
One way to specify animation in App Inventor is to change an object in response to a timer event.
Most commonly, you’ll move sprites to different locations on the canvas at set time intervals. Using
timer events is the most common method of defining those set time intervals.

Timer events aren’t triggered by the end user but instead by the passing of time. You need to
conceptualize the phone’s clock triggering events in the app instead of a user doing something.
To define a timer event, you first drag a Clock component into your app within the Component
Designer. The Clock component has a TimerInterval property associated with it. The interval is
defined in milliseconds (1/1000 of a second). The smaller the TimerInterval, the faster the frame-rate
of the animation. After adding a Clock and setting a TimerInterval in the Designer, you can drag out a
Clock.Timer event in the Blocks Editor. You can put any blocks you like in this event, and they’ll be
performed every interval.

3.3.1 Creating Movement
To show a sprite moving over time, you’ll use the MoveTo function found in both the ImageSprite
and Ball components. MoveTo moves an object to an absolute location on the canvas, not a relative
amount. So, to move an object some amount, you set the MoveTo arguments to the object’s current
location plus an offset.
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3.3.2 Speed
The speed depends on both the settings you provide for the TimerInterval property of Clock1 and the
parameters you specify in the MoveTo function. If the Clock.TimerInterval is set to 1,000
milliseconds, this means that a Clock1.Timer event will be triggered every second.
But a TimerInterval of 1,000 milliseconds doesn’t provide very smooth animation; the ball will only
move once per second, which will appear jerky. To achieve smoother movement, you need a shorter
interval. If the TimerInterval were instead set to 100 milliseconds, the ball would move 20 pixels
every tenth of a second, or 200 pixels per second—a rate that will appear much smoother.

3.4 Exercise: Simple Animation
3.4.1 Media File

img0.png

img1.png

img2.png

img3.png

3.4.2 Designer View
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3.4.3 Components
Component

Name

Properties

Screen

Screen1

Title = “Simple Animation”

Canvas

Canvas1

Height = “Fill Parent”

Remark

Weight = “Fill Parent”
ImageSprite

ImageSprite1

TimerAlwaysFires = [Blank] Inside Canvas1
Picture = “img0.png”

Clock

Clock1

TimeInterval = “100”

3.4.4 Block Configuration

3.4.5 Sample Output
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3.5 Exercise: Catch the Bug
3.5.1 Media File

bug1.jpg

bug2.jpg

3.5.2 Designer View

3.5.3 Components
Component

Name

Properties

Screen

Screen1

Title = “Catch the Bug”

Label

Label1

Text = “Bug caught:”

Canvas

Canvas1

Height = “Fill Parent”

Remark

Weight = “Fill Parent”
ImageSprite

ImageSprite1

Picture = “bug1.jpg”

Clock

Clock1

TimerAlwaysFires = [Blank]

Inside Canvas1

TimeInterval = “100”
Clock

Clock2

TimerAlwaysFires = [Blank]
TimerEnabled = [Blank]
TimeInterval = “100”
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3.5.4 Block Configuration

3.5.5 Sample Output
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4. Collision Handling
4.1 Direction
If you only want to move objects, App Inventor provides an alternative that doesn’t require the use of
a Clock component. The ImageSprite and Ball components have properties for Heading, Speed, and
Interval. Instead of defining a Clock.Timer event handler, you can set these properties in the
Component Designer or Blocks Editor to control how a sprite moves
To illustrate, let’s reconsider the example that moved a ball diagonally. The Heading property of a
sprite or ball has a range of 360 degrees

If you set the Heading to 0, the ball will move left to right. If you set it to 90, it will move bottom to
top. If you set it to 180, it will move right to left. If you set it to 270, it will move top to bottom. And
if you set it to 315, the ball will move from upper left to lower right.
To cause an object to move, you also need to set the Speed property to a value other than 0. The speed
the object moves is actually determined by the Speed and Interval properties together. The Speed
property is the distance, in pixels, that the object will move each Interval.

4.2 Collision Detection
To create games and other animated apps, you need more complex functionality than just movement.
App Inventor provides some high-level blocks for dealing with animation events such as an object
reaching the screen’s edge or two objects colliding.
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4.3 Edge Collision
The event “EdgeReached” is triggered when a ball or image sprite hits any edge of a canvas. This
event handler, combined with the diagonal movement specified with the previously described timer
event, causes the ball to move diagonally from upper left to lower right, pop back up to the upper left
when it reaches an edge, and then do it all over again, forever.

4.4 Exercise: Bouncing Ball
4.4.1 Designer View

4.4.2 Components
Component

Name

Properties

Screen

Screen1

Title = “Paint Brush”

Canvas

Canvas1

Height = “Fill Parent”

Remark

Weight = “Fill Parent”
Ball

Ball1

Heading = “50”

Inside Canvas1

Radius = “10”
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4.4.3 Block Configuration

4.4.4 Sample Output

4.5 Object Collision
Games and other animated apps often rely on activity occurring when two or more objects collide.
Consider a game, for instance, in which an object changes colors and plays an explosion sound when
it hits another object.
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NoLongerCollidingWith provides the opposite event of CollidedWith. It is triggered only when two
objects have come together and then separated

Note that both CollidedWith and NoLongerCollidingWith have an argument, other, which specifies
the particular object with which you collided. This allows you to perform operations only when the
object interacts with a particular other object

When you need to compare components, you use this block. Each component has such a block in its
drawer, and the block has the same name as the component.

4.6 Exercise: Breakout
4.6.1 Designer View
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4.6.2 Media File

brick.png

panel.jpg

4.6.3 Components
Component

Name

Properties

Screen

Screen1

Title = “Breakout”

Canvas

Canvas1

Height = “Fill Parent”

Remark

Weight = “Fill Parent”
Ball

Ball1

Radius = “10”

Inside Canvas1

Speed = “0”
ImageSprite

Panel

Picture = “panel.jpg”

Inside Canvas1

ImageSprite

Brick1

Picture = “brick.png”

Inside Canvas1

ImageSprite

Brick2

Picture = “brick.png”

Inside Canvas1

ImageSprite

Brick3`

Picture = “brick.png”

Inside Canvas1

Label

ScoreLabel

Text = “Score: 0”

4.6.4 Block Configuration
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4.6.5 Sample Output
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